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REPORT ON VISIT TO JSS MEDICAL COLLEGE, JSSAHER and MYSORE 

CENTRAL PRISON 

On 19th July 2022 at 10:00 am, the students of 4th semester B.A.LL.B., (Hons.) visited the 

Department of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology at JSS Medical College, Mysuru escorted 

by Mr. Pranav Kumar Nair, and Ms. Sneha Jagadish, 

Assistant Professors at JSS Law College, (Autonomous), 

Mysuru. The purpose of this visit was to have a firsthand 

account of evidence in handling medico-legal case.  

 

The students were given an extensive and insightful tour of the facility by Dr. G B 

Aravind and Dr. Smitha Rani, Associate Professors of JSS Medical College which included 

the Moot Court hall, Photographic museum offered a 

repository of visual narratives, shedding light on the 

profound aspects of forensic medicine, wet specimen 

museum exposed us to tangible examples by enhancing our 

understanding of the intricate facets of the field and 

forensic science laboratory. In addition to this, we attended 

a medico legal autopsy and learnt modes of collection of samples in cases of medic-legal 

significance.  

Thereafter, at 2:30pm we visited the Central Jail of Mysore where we were subjected 

to necessary security checks before entering the premises. We were escorted by two police 

officers who gave us a guided tour of various amenities and initiatives available to the inmates. 

This included handloom and power loom rooms, the prisoners’ prayer hall, tailoring training 

centre, KSOU Study Centre where the has provided 

library facility with the intension to help prisoners 

study in a better way, jail hospital, bakery, 

carpentry, painting, handicrafts, manufacturing unit 

where inmates were afforded the opportunity to 

work at their discretion and were duly remunerated 

for their labour through redeemable coupons. This 

noteworthy initiative not only provided the inmates 

with a source of income for their lives after jail but also contributed to their rehabilitation and 
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reintegration into society. Female inmates are provided with the valuable chance to acquire 

skills in tailoring, embroidery, jewellery making and beautician courses. 

In summary, this educational excursion to the Department of Forensic Medicine and 

Toxicology at JSS Medical College and the subsequent visit to the Central Jail of Mysore 

proved to be a profound and enlightening experience for the students. By witnessing firsthand 

the practical aspects of evidence handling in medico-legal cases and gaining insights into the 

rehabilitative initiatives at the jail, the students were undoubtedly enriched, fostering a deeper 

appreciation for justice, social responsibility, and the role of law in society. 
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